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Birthrights in  
the pandemic
Our impact  
in 2020-21

———

Protecting human rights  

in childbirth



———

Q&A on your rights in 
coronavirus viewed over  

20,000times.

Protecting human rights in childbirth birthrights.org.uk

———

COVID-19 brought human rights  
in childbirth to the fore, with restrictions  
in maternity services leading to  
women hearing devastating news  
or even giving birth alone, parents 
being separated from babies, and 
severe limitations on birth choices. 
We saw demand for advice shoot up, 
moved our whole training programme 
online, and campaigned nationally  
and locally to safeguard basic rights  
in maternity care.
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Advice for women 
and birthing people

———

Gave advice to  

1,080  
people on their rights –  
nearly three times as many  
as the year before.

———

Wrote formally to 31 Trusts
 (and emailed many more) 
about COVID-19 policies–  
leading to positive policy 
change or exceptions being 
made in at least 15 cases.

———

Wrote to 

36Trusts,  
the Society of Radiographers 
and Public Health Wales to 
challenge blanket policies 
preventing partners attending 
antenatal scans remotely.
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Policy and  
campaigning

2020 2021

———

Created “How to run a safe  
and rights respecting maternity 
service during a pandemic”  
tool, circulated to all maternity  
service leaders in June by  
NHS England and presented  
to the Global Maternity Council.

20 August
———

Birthrights wrote to  

NHS England about  

visitor restrictions

8 September
———

New guidance published  

by NHS England

20 October
———

Birthrights and But Not 

Maternity alliance wrote to 

NHS England, calling for clearer 

guidance to Trusts that partners 

are not visitors

14 December
———

New NHS England guidance 

reflects many of our policy 
goals and rights principles

22 March
———

Held webinar for  

Maternity Voices  

Partnerships on  

visiting restrictions

1 April
———

Led open letter on behalf of 

the But Not Maternity Alliance 

to Matt Hancock and NHS 

England calling for a roadmap 
out of visiting restrictions

15 November
———

Open letter to NHS England 

CEO led by Birthrights and 

Pregnant then Screwed 

co-signed by over 100 

other charities, healthcare 

professionals, academics and 
cross-party MPs – excerpts 

published in Mail on Sunday

Ongoing behind the scenes engagement  
with NHS England throughout autumn

Campaigned to end visitor  
restrictions in maternity care and 
brought about national change

———

Positively influenced national 
guidance and briefings on 
face masks for women in 
labour, triaging of women  
who decline COVID-19 test  
and freebirth.
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Saw our social media  
profile grow to over 

16,400 
followers on Twitter, 

14,200 
on Facebook and 

7,000 
on Instagram.
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Legal action Training healthcare 
professionals and 
other birth workers

Media and  
communications
———

In national press over 40 times 
during the pandemic, including 
on ITV and Channel 4 news, 
BBC Radio 4 and across  
national newspapers including 
the Guardian and  
the Independent.

———

Launched an online 
awareness campaign on 
Basic Birth Rights in February 
2021 to counter misleading 
messaging from some 
Trusts about the impact of 
restrictions on choice.

———

Ran 12 online training  
events – all online for 
the first time, reaching 

366people.  

———

Achieved exemption for  
birth partners who were  
a close contact of someone 
with COVID-19 but didn’t  
have COVID-19 themselves  
in national regulations from 
March 2021 – supported by 
legal advice commissioned 
from Leigh Day. 

———

Commissioned and published 
legal advice from Irwin Mitchell 
on partners being involved  
in scans remotely – national  
guidance archived as  
a result.

———

Worked with lawyers to explore 
judicial review and human 
rights damages claims on 
COVID-19 restrictions – and 
launched two legal claims 
against Trusts with Leigh Day.

———

Spoke at 14 events,  
webinars and conferences 
reaching around  
4,000 people.  
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